STEP-BY-STEP instructions for building with your 22, 32, 37, 61 and 83 piece Magnets In Motion sets.
Builds for ALL Magnets In Motion Sets Included!

- 20 pc Gear Set
- 22 pc Power Set
- 27 pc Power Set
- 32 pc Gear Set
- 37 pc Gear Set
- 61 pc Gear Set
- 83 pc Power Set

How to Use Accessories

- Attachments fit into the sides of the power generator.

A power generator is charged with the micro USB. It can be charged by computer or USB charger adapter.

- Or

- Handles fit on big gears only. Big gears fit onto rotating blocks or playgrounds.

- Big & small gears fit into rotate blocks. Rotate blocks snap right into any square opening.
22pc Power Set
32 Pc Gear Set

MAGNETS in MOTION

[Diagram showing the assembly of the Gear Set]

Example:

[Diagram of the Gear Set in action]

Note: The specific pieces and their quantities are shown in the diagram.
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